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Abstract— Forged    components    are    widely    used    for    their    good    strength    and    varied    applicability.    To    

attain    these    properties    they    have   to    proceed    from    various    processes    in    industry.    One    of    the    

cooling    processes    is    control    cooling    of    forged components,   here   air   is   forced   to   flow   over   cylindrical   

shaped   forgings.   In   this   paper   the   focus    is    on    the    forced    air convection   flow   over   forged   components   

like   cylindrical   forgings.   3D   modeling   of   cooling    chamber    is    carried    in    CATIA   software   tool   and   the   

flow    analysis    is    carried    out    using    analysis    tool    Ansys14Fluent    (CFD).    Mesh    is    created    in    ICEM 

and for plotting results CFD Post is used. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Forged    components    are    widely    used    as    per their    variety    of    applicability.     After     the     furnace,     forgings are     

drawn     into     control      cooling      chamber.      Control   cooling   chamber    is    nothing    but    a    rectangular    chamber    

where    in    forged    component    enters    at    high     temperature   from    furnace.    Forging     is     a     manufacturing     

process   involving    the     shaping     of     metal     using     localized  compressive    forces.    The    blows    are    delivered     

with     a hammer    (often    power     hammer)     or     a    die    Today,     forging is a major worldwide industry Forging can   

produce   a piece that is stronger     than     an     equivalent     castor     machined     part.     As  the    metal    is    shaped    during    

the    forging    process,    its    internal    grain    deforms    to    follow     the     general     shape     of  the   part.   As   a   result,    

the    grain    is    continuous    throughout   the part, giving  rise  to  a  piece  with  improved  strength  characteristics.    Some    

metals    may    be     forged     cold,     but     iron    and    steel    are     almost     always     hot     forged.     Hot  forging    

prevents    the    work    hardening     that     would     result  from    cold    forging,     which     would     increase      the     

difficulty   of    performing    secondary     machining     operations     on     the  piece. 

 

CFD   (Computational   fluid   dynamics)    is    a    branch  which    deals    with     the     numerical     simulation     and     

analysis of fluid  flow,  heat  transfer  characteristics  and  pressure  characteristics. Computational fluid dynamic is 

applied   in   order   to   simulate   and    analyze    the    effect    of    fluids  in   various   systems   using   numerical   methods.   

The advantage   of   using   these   numerical   methods   is   that   the   problem  can  be  discretized  based  on  a   set   of   

numerical   parameters   and    solved.    The    simulation    tools    offer    a repository of features that can be used such as grid 

generation,    mesh    sensitivity    analysis    and    several    other features.    A    numerical     prediction     is     used     for     the 

generation     of     a     mathematical     model      which      represents  the    physical    domain    of    interest    to    be     solved     

and analyzed. 

 

In    this    particular    case,     the     study     involves     the system    level    equipment    such    as    the     mechanical     devices 

like    fan/blower,    direction    vector    and    fluid    flow.    The objective  of  CFD  is  to  provide  the   engineer   with   a  

computer-based      predictive      tool       that       enables       the  analysis   of   the   air-flow    processes    occurring    within    

the   control     cooling     chamber.      CFD      analysis      is      very important    for    various    applications     such     as     

casting   industries, systems with high heat and  low  heat  loads, telecommunication     industry,     steel     industry      and      

several more. 

 

There     are     two     fundamental     approaches      to    design    and    analysis    of    engineering    system    that     involve  

fluid   flow:   experimentation   and   calculation.    The    former  typically     involves     construction      of      models      that      

are   tested  in  wind  tunnel   or   other   facilities,   while   the   latter   involves     solution     of      differential      equations      

either analytically       or        computationally.        CFD        complements testing    by    effort    and    cost     required     for     

experimentation   and data acquisition. 
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Computational    fluid     dynamics     (CFD)     is     the science  of  predicting  fluid   flow,   heat   and   mass   transfer,   

chemical   reactions,   and   related   phenomena   by   solving numerically      the      set      of       governing       mathematical  

equations 

> Conservation of mass 

> Conservation of momentum 

> Conservation of energy 

> Conservation of species 

> Effects of body forces 

 

The results of CFD analyses are relevant in: 

> Conceptual studies of new designs 

> Detailed product development 

> Troubleshooting 

> Redesign 

 

ANSYS   CFD   solvers   are    based    on    the    finite    volume  method 

> Domain is discretized into a finite set ofcontrol volumes General   conservation   (transport)    equations    for    mass,   

momentum,   energy,   species,    etc.    are    solved    on    set    of  control volumes. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Kudariayswar Jayaraj[1] studied computational instabilities       in       rectangular       natural       circulation        loop 

using   3D   CFD   simulation.   He   concluded   the    flow    in    the loop    is    driven    by    buoyancy     force     which     in     

turn   depends     on     temperature      gradients.      Hence      flow      pattern  in      natural      circulation      loop      depends      

on      how  temperature       field       evolves.       An       important       contribution of this paper is explanation of formation of  

uni-  directional/bi-directional      pulsing       in       HHHC       with       the help    of    temperature    fields    at     different     

time     instances.     The    verification    of    hot    plug    transport    theory    is    carried    out by him. 

 

Flashing   of   initially   sub-cooled   water    in    a    vertical   circular    converging-diverging    nozzle    is    simulated     with 

two-fluid      model       incorporating       drag       and       non-drag forces.    The    reliability    of     CFD     simulations     is     

confirmed by     comparison     with     experimental     data     and     one- dimensional    results    basing    on    a    drift-flux    

model.    Satisfactory    prediction    of    mass     flow     rate     and     cross- section       averaged       parameters       is       

achieved.        The predicted     radial      distribution      of      void      fraction      is  however    much    more    flat    than     the     

measure     done.     He    has  found  to  be  caused  by  the  effect  of  lift   force   and   the   reversal    of     relative     velocity.     

Cases     characterized     with   large  pressure-undershoot   exhibit   significant   pressure non-equilibrium    effect    inform    of    

a    pressure    recovery    process.     Sensitivity     tests     on      bubble      number      density,   heat    transfer    coefficient    as    

well    as    nucleation    are    performed    by    Liao    Yixiang[2].    He    also    concluded     for    cases  with   the   onset   of   

flashing   inception   close   to   the saturation condition corresponding to inlet temperature,    the    

course     of     pressure     along     the     whole nozzle   is   well   captured   by    the    model,    while    for    cases    with       

large       pressure-undershoot       at       the        flashing inception      position,      under-prediction       is       observed       either 

in    the    pressure-undershoot    or    the    pressure    recovery downstream   depending    on    the    presumed    Nb.    Pressure  

recovery   in   these   cases   is   mainly    caused    by    bubble   expansion    under    pressure    non-equilibrium    across     the    

interface. 

 

Kandwal S. [3] prepared a model of channel with blockage designed and meshed in ALTAIR HYPERMESH 

V.11  and  used  ALTAIR  ACUSOLVE   for   CFD   analysis.   The   CFD  analysis  is  validated  by  the   experimental   data.   

The rectangular    channel    has    a    width-to-height    ratio     of     11:1.  The    blockages    are    subdivided    into    two     

different     cases  using     two     different      aspect      ratios      (hole-width-to-height ratio)    which    are    determined    by    

the    number     of     holes    with   four   and   six   holes   per   blockage.   According   to   the    results    he    has    observed    

that     at     all     Reynolds     numbers, the   h   and    Nu    increases    with    increase    in    pitch    ratio    up   to   the   value   of    

6.0    and    then    decreases    with    further  increase   in   pitch   ratio.   This    variation   in   h    and    Nu   is   due  to      flow     

reattachment     downstream     of     the      blockage's opening    and    then     redevelopment     of     boundary     layer     up   to     

the     succeeding     next      blockage's      opening.      The blockages     with     shorter      holes      enhance      heat      transfer 

better  than  those  with  longer  holes  but  they   also   yield   significantly      higher       pressure       drops       than       

blockages   with longer holes. 

 

L.    Eca    and    M.     Hoekstra[4]     described     the     procedure for   the   estimation   of    the    numerical    uncertainty    of    

any integral or local flow quantity  as  a  result  of  a  fluid  flow  computation,    the     procedure     requires     solutions     on 

systematically      refined      grids.      The      error      is      estimated with    power    series    expansions    as    a    function    of     

the     typical   cell    size.    These    expansions,    of    which    four    types    are    used,    are    fitted    to    the    data    in    the     

least-squares   sense.   The   selection    of    the    best    error    estimate    is    based    on   the    standard    deviation    of    the    

fits.    The    error    estimate   is    converted    into    an    uncertainty    with     a     safety     factor    that     depends     on     the     

observed     order      of      grid  convergence    and    on    the    standard     deviation     of     the     fit.  For    well-behaved    data    
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sets,    i.e.    monotonic    convergence     with     the     expected     observed     order     of     grid     convergence and  no  scatter  

in  the  data,  the   method   reduces   to   the   well-known Grid Convergence. 

 

Qasem    M.    Al-Msallal    [5]    presented    a    computational  study   of    laminar,    viscous    incompressible    flow    past    a   

circular       cylinder       undergoing       figure-eight-type        motion using   the   two-dimensional   Navier-Stokes   equations.   

He    concluded    the    numerical    method    is    based    on     Fourier spectral    method    together     with     finite     difference  

approximations.     The     numerical     method     is      based      on Fourier  spectral  method  together  with  finite  difference 

approximations.     Quasi-lock     on     modes     were     verified      at low  oscillation   amplitudes.   The   effect   of   increasing   

the  oscillation   amplitude   on   the    lift,    drag    and    moment   coefficients is also investigated. 

 

Russi   Kamboj   [6]   did   CFD    simulations    to    investigate    the     performance     of     plane     and     curved      trapezoidal    

winglet    type    vortex     generators     (VGs).     Effects     of     shape  of     the     VGs     on     heat     transfer     enhancement     

were  evaluated    using     dimensionless     numbers     -     j/j0,     f/f0     and   h      =(j/j0)/(f/f0).      The      results      showed      

that       curved winglet     type     VGs     have     better   heat transfer enhancement     than     plain     winglet     type     in      both      

laminar and    turbulent    flow     regions.     The     punched     holes     really reduce    the     value     of     friction     factor.     

The     flow     resistance is   also   lower   in   case   of   curved    winglet    type    than corresponding    plane    winglet    VGs.    

The     best     results     for     heat      transfer      enhancement       is       obtained       at       high Reynolds number values (Re > 

10000) by using VGs. 

 

Chandrakant D. Mhalungekar [7] performed where  U  is  the  fluid  velocity  along  the   wall   and   |i   is   

the   dynamic  viscosity.  The  velocity  can  be   described   in   a   dimensionless    form    as    a    function     of     the     fluid     

velocity   and the friction velocity: 

 

u +   =  -  (4) 

u* 

   

experimental analysis of vortex shedding behind d-  For cases with heat transfer, the dimensionless shaped    cylinder.    He    

concluded     the     vortex     shedding   frequency     depends     on     different      aspects      of      the      flow  field   such   as    

the    end    conditions,    blockage    ratio    of    the    flow   passage,   and   width    to    height    ratio.    the    wave  development   

behind    a    D-Shaped    cylinder,    at    different    Reynolds    numbers,    for     which     we     expect     a     vortex     street in    

the    wake    of    the    D-Shaped    cylinder,    the    well    known     as    von    Karman    Street.    This    body    typically     

serves     some vital     operational     function     in     aerodynamic.     In     circular cylinder    flow    separation    point    changes    

with     Reynolds    number    but    in    D-Shaped    cylinder    there    is    fix     flow separation   point.   So   there   is   more   

wake   steadiness    in    D-Shaped      cylinder      as      compared      to      Circular       cylinder and  drag  reduction   because   of   

wake   steadiness.   Also   he   concluded    Pressure    at    the    upper    side,    bottom     side     and   back   side    of    cylinder    

is    of    negative    pressure,    it    is    because       of       vortices       generated       at       that       surfaces.       In circular       

cylinder       flow       separation       point       changes       with temperature may be calculated using the following 

equation: 

 

p + = (Jw )  ~ (T) 

  

Where   Tw    is    the    wall    temperature    at    a    certain    point,    T   is the fluid temperature, and T*is defined as 

 

 

 wherea is the thermal diffusivity, qwis the wall heat flux and k is the thermal conductivity. 

 

3.2 Two-Equation Turbulence Models 

 

In the two-equation models, we specify the eddy- 

  

Reynolds    number,    so    there    is    wake    unsteadiness    but    in  viscosity,    vt,    and    the    turbulence    kinetic     energy,     

k.     From  D-Shaped    cylinder    there    is    fix    flow    separation     point,     so  the     alternatives     tested     in,     we     

have     selected     the     option   there     is     wake     steadiness     as     compared     to      circular  where      the      turbulence      

flow      quantities      present      the      same Cylinder.     Because     of     this     drag     co-efficient     is     more     for  near-wall       

behavior       of        a        real        turbulent        flow.    circular      cylinder      and      it      reduces      for      D-Shaped      

cylinder  Unfortunately,    in    the    MS    this    behavior    is    not    as    local   as 

  

i.e. drag reduction by wake steadiness. 

 

3. CFD Model Preparation 

 

3.1 Near-Wall Modeling 
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Boundary       layer       velocity       and       temperature       profiles are generally described using dimensionless 

parameters.   Before    the    BL    regions    can    be    discussed    in proper     detail,     some     dimensionless     terms     must      

be introduced: 

 

Where   y+    is    the    dimensionless    distance    from    the    wall,    y   is    the    distance    from    the    wall     ,v     is     the     

kinematic viscosity, and u* is the friction velocity defined as: 

F where   Twis    the    wall    shear    stress    and    p    is    the    fluid  density.   The   wall   shear   stress   is   based    on    the    

velocity  gradient    in    the    direction    normal    to    the    surface     of     the wall, or in equation form: 

dU „, 

Tw = V-TT (3) 

 

The      manufactured      turbulent      kinetic      energy,       k,       is similar   to   Vt,   but   with   a   lower -order   dependency   

on    the   distance to the wall: 

k = 0 . 2 5 (k) maxrfe1 (8) 

 

where  the  proposed  value   of   kmax   is   0.01.   The   vt   and   k  profiles    at    seven    x    locations    are     illustrated     in     

Fig.(4).    The    standard    two-equation    k-e    model    proposed    in    is  supposed   to   be   valid   only   in   fully    turbulent    

regions. Nevertheless,    the     application     of     the     MMS     being     a     purely     mathematical     exercise,     the     present     

MS     can      be used   for   the   k-e    model    as    well.    The    eddy-viscosity    is obtained from 

 

where CM= 0.09.  The  dissipation  rate  e  follows  from  the  manufactured vt and k: 

 

3.3 Geometry 

 

Physics of the problem states that cooling  of  forged  parts/components     will      be      accomplished      only      when      the air    

flow    over    the    components     is     streamline     so     that     it can   take   maximum   amount   of   heat   from   it   by    

forced convection.  The  blower  so  situated   to   blow   the   air   over components     so     as     to      achieve      maximum      

heat      transfer  by    convection    heat     transfer.     Here     the     study     is     limited    to   prepare   a   model   used    only    

to    simulate    fluid    flow  behavior of air blew over the forged components(cylinder).    This     

can     be     made     with     the     help    of  various  analysis  tools  like   GAMBIT,   FLUENT   etc.   .   As   shown   in   fig(1)    

and    fig(2),    these    are    nothing    but    two patterns    which    consists    of     various     pockets     to     facilitate     the  air  

coming   from   blower   to   flow   over   the   cylindrical   forgings.    And    the    work    is    to    do    the    f low    analysis    

through these pockets. 

 

 

 

Fig(1) GEOMETRY 1 
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Fig(2) GEOMETRY 2 

 

Also   the   main   aim   is   to   find   the   velocity   vector which    will    be    displayed    by     the     analysis     tool     FLUENT. 

All patterns are meshed in Ansys ICEM and residual plots  in  Ansys  FLUENT,  CFD-Post.   Solver   for   fluid   flow  analysis  

will  be  taken  carefully  as  SIMPLE  at   the   time   of   running   the   simulation.    As    the    physics    of    problem    tells    

that   turbulence   will   be   there   in   fluid   flow,    it    is    recommended     to     use     k-e     realizable     two     equation 

model.The    study    is    limited    to     prepare     a     model     used  only   to   do   fluid   flow    analysis    of    air    blew    over    

the    forged   components.   This   can   be   made   with   the   help   of   various analysis tools like ICEM, FLUENT, CFD Post. 

 

3.4 Mesh Generation 

In     this     paper     the     computational      domain  coincides  with  the  fluid  domain,  i.e.,  all  solids   are   only   considered    

as    walls    for    the    fluid.    The    meshing    process   has     been     performed     using     ANSYS/ICEM      versions      12  

and    14,    based    on    the     Octree     algorithm.     The     fluid domains   in   the   three   segments   have   been   meshed.   

The maximum    global    element    seed    size    was    set     to     1800    mm, the minimum element size for 

proximity/curvature-based        refinement        was        set        to         6 

mm;   the   maximum   grid   size    of    10    mm    was    adopted    on the    fluid    surface    (except     over     the     cylinder,     

where     a  finer mesh was required). 

The  mesh   is   made   of   tetrahedral   and   prisms.   A  global    scaling    parameter    of     1.15     has     been     adopted     for 

all   the   tetrahedra.   Boundary   layers   of    2    prisms    were   extruded  from  the  walls   of   the   cylindrical   CR,   and   rest   

segments   into   the   fluid   volume,    see    Fig    (3),    Fig    (4)    and Fig   (5).    For    the   connecting   rod   the   layer    was   

made   of       5 

prisms.   While   5   layers   are   recommended   to    cover    a    boundary layer accurately, a dedicated

 grid independence     analysis     has     confirmed     the      suitability      of our  choice  in   the   case   at   hand.   The   

k-e   realizable   two   equation   model    adopts    by    default    an    enhanced    wall treatment,   and   the    so    called    y+    

has    been    kept    as    much  as    possible    close    to     1,to    provide     an     adequate     resolution of    the    boundary    

layer.    The    main     features     of     the   resulting   mesh,   in   terms    of    type    and    number    of    cells    in the      

different      computational      sub-domains,      are      reported. The  huge  number   of   prisms   resulting   from   the   strategy   

described   above   gives   sure   results   as   that   of   fine   mesh    density setup must have did. 

 
 

Fig(3) shows meshing of Geometry 1 
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Fig(4) shows meshing of Geometry 2 

 

Fig(5) shows meshing of cylindrical connecting rod from both Geometries 

Table 1. Mesh Information for fluent case and data 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Domain Boundaries 

fluid 
Boundary - Connecting Rod 

Shadow 

 Type WALL 

 Boundary - Inlet 

 Type VELOCITY-INLET 

 Boundary - Outlet 

 Type PRESSURE-OUTLET 

 Boundary - Part body 

 Type WALL 

solid Boundary - Connecting Rod 

 Type WALL 
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Fig(6) Manufactured Vt and k at seven x locations for the two equation models[15] 

 

4.2 Boundary And Initial Conditions 

 

Initial    flow    field    of    air    is    at     atmospheric    conditions with     operating     pressure     of     101235     Pascal's     for      

steady state    flow    initiation.    Initial    velocity    along    negative     x direction   is   given   as   1    m/s.    Chamber    is    

stationary    wall    with    0.5    roughness    (by    default)    constant     for     interior  surfaces       without       wall       shear.       

Further       boundary  conditions    can    be    given    with    the    help    of     software     tool like CFD post as shown in Table 2. 

  
Domain Nodes Elements 

fluid 870568 3140242 

solid 87366 286155 

All Domains 957934 3426397 

 

4. Result And Discussion 

 

4.1 Discretization Schemes 

 

Modeling          of          combined          convection and diffusion   terms    of    the    governing    equations    is    as    per    

power   law   scheme   for   all    equations.    The    coupled    momentum,       turbulence       and       energy       equations        are 

solved   by   SIMPLE    algorithm    which    is    an    iterative  segregated    solution    procedure.     Fig.     (6)     represents     the   

graph    manufactured     Vt     against     k     at     seven     x     locations  for     the      two      equation      models      The      

manufactured turbulent  kinetic  energy,  k,  is  similar  to  Vt,   but   with   a   lower-order dependency on the distance to the wall. 
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Fig(8)shows velocity vectors by wall Y+ for 

chamber2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig(11) shows velocity plots along transvers plane 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Simulation Setup 

 

  

The   run   was   conducted   with   a   first    order   discretization      setup,      using       the       SIMPLE       pressure-  velocity  

coupling  scheme.  In   order   to   improve   the   run  convergence,     the      relaxation      parameters      were      slightly reduced   

with   respect   to   the   default   values.   At   the    inlet boundary,     a     velocity     inlet     is     1m/s     imposed.     At     the 

outlet    section,    a     so-called     "pressure     outlet     "boundary condition  has  been  assumed,  i.e.,  a  reference   pressure,   

conventionally    equal    to    0,    has    been    specified.    We    considered     constant     air      properties,      evaluated      at      

3MPa,  the  value  of  the  density   is   1.225   kg/m3,   the   value   of   the viscosity is 1.983x 10-5Pas. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 

❖ The     results     obtained     with     the     baseline      k-x  model    and    the    standard    k-e    model    exhibit    the 

same     behavior     observed     for     the      simplest  exercises. 

❖ Study    has    been     done     in     detail,     which     consists  of   finding   the   velocity   vectors    of    fluid    flow    

i.e.   the  effect  of  forced  air   convection   on   fluid   flow  patterns. 

❖ All    CFD    modeling    is    carried    out    in    Ansys   Fluent 

software to get plots against the fluid flow. 

❖ Advancements    can    be    done    to     establish     stream   line    flow    over    components    so     as     to     increase   

heat        transfer        over        the        components.      Various. 

 

❖ The    3D    steady-state    flow    and     pressure     field     of the   air   coolant   in   a   rectangular   control    cooling 

chamber    has    been    computed     using     the  Computational      Fluid       Dynamics       tool       FLUENT. The   complexity   

of   the    flow    geometry    between  chamber   and   the   cylinders    required    some  simplifications to  make the problem 

computationally  manageable  in time. Nevertheless,    a    mesh    of    about    1     Million     cells   was      still      needed      

to       guarantee       sufficient accuracy    and     convergence     of     the     simulation.  Several    specific    and    important    

features     of     the control     cooling     chamber,      like      reverse      flow problem      and      convection       keys,       were       

included  in   the   model   for   the    first    time.    Concerning    the   flow   field,   it   turned   out    that    only    about    10%    

of the    total    coolant    mass    flow     rate     goes     through   the       inboard       path.       Several       recirculation 

are noted as a consequence of the permeability of the inlet iso-surfaces used to give inlet pressure 

with velocity. 
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